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About This Game

TOTAL! ESPORTS! ACTION!

YOU are the manager of a rookie Esports team! Only you can lead them fame and glory! Recruit star players, balance your
budget, train the team to be the best they can be, and become Esports League Champions! Work as a T.E.A.M.!
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows7 +

Processor: 64bit

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space
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total esports action manager

Seemed a little too bland. You can choose from 3 different shot types ingame(all 3 are the same weapon types from the raiden
games). All in all, nothing too impressive also not too difficult either.. Good game fun and difficult puzzles. A few bugs but
nothing game breaking 8\/10.. maybe, if you're lucky, you'll find another online player, or even a server! (yes, there are like 3
servers). Pretty cool game that mixes RTS and action together ultimately leading up to the Battle of Midway during World War
II. You can take command of any unit at anytime which puts you right in the thick of the battle. Campaign is pretty short that
only lasts a few hours and there a few additional challenges after that.. I used some other video editing software before, but i
like the products by magix, because there´s always a good UI and nice design. A good point of this software is, that it is only 500
mb big, so it can be installed with low free space on the hard disk.
Editing with this software is very easy and i didn´t need so search in the help function or in the internet. Nice.. A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). Wow...just wow. The balance in this mod is non-existing. Japanese Faction is in dire need of more off-
map artillery! Seriously, the need more and heavier off-map support. The existing stuff kept me ingame for like 20 mins. This is
way too long to watch your shamefully weak infantry dying at the hands of way op'ed jap inf. So except for the
waaaaaaaaaaaaaaay op'ed Japanese Army and their planetary bobardment it's a great mod....not. Sorry but that's the way it is for
me.. Got the game for free, forgot how)

A little short and easy. Can be fun if you are bored and its on sale i guess.. The DLC works fine for me (even if it is a bit
expensive). A whole game based on the concept of defying ergonomy. It is as brilliant as it is simple.
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The graphics are amazing. AAA quality. Although the single player campaign is short, it is a fun way of getting used to the
locomotion which is amazing. The real star of the show is the deathmatch! I logged in during a "play with devs" session
organized on the steam community forum, and it was pretty intense. The zero G mechanic creates a whole new style of
mulitplayer deathmatch and I think it's amazing and really well suited for VR. Getting kills and getting killed in zero G feels
really epic, and it's fun how you can shield yourself from incoming shots using space debris.

If you want to play multiplayer then be sure to add me as a steam friend. I'll be down to play anytime so we can build up this
community.

Also keep an eye on the community forum for scheduled matches with the devs.. this game is COOL!!. This game already
features fantastic gunplay and brutal realism, so if you are OK with that and also navigating jungles which limit your vision,
pick up this game. Since release, the developer has done an amazing job talking to the community and adding features into the
game. Definately worth a look.. weeb game weeb game minority game weeb game. I am surprised that the author was able to
introduce many new interesting and memorable characters at this point in the story. Honestly this is one of those games that
stays in your mind long after playing it. It leaves you with many messages that keep you thinking long after shutting down the
game, especially the ones focusing on the concept of truth. What is truth exactly? How valuable it? Is there only a single truth
behind every event?
Also the music is fantastic, I still keep listening to the soundtrack of this game even after completing it.
It took me quite a while to finish it, but it was worthwhile. Truly an experience I wont be forgetting anytime soon.. The best
game ever created, a true proof that games may indeed be art, and a real slap in the face towards EA with their "singleplayer
games are dead" theory.

Pros:
+ everything, as in:
+ great story
+ amazing atmosphere
+ great characters
+ great story impact with choices
+ animation
+ original mechanics
+ visuals
+ nice soundtrack
+ a true work of art
+ reminds you what feelings are
+ cheap

Cons:
- after LiS, all other story games seem dull and lacking
- emotional meatgrinder for both fragile and strong people!. Fantastic adventure, one of the best I've played in a long while. The
story was a well written and the puzzles made sense in the world and didn't hold my hand through them but still remained fair
and balanced. To address some complaints I've seen in the reviews:
1. Graphics: I found them to be ideal for this game, they were detailed and there were interesting ambent effects like the rain
and smoke in bars.
2. Voices: If you watch any 40's noir films you quickly notice that's how they talk, I thought it really enhanced the atmosphere.
3. Humor: Dry and funny! Just like the movies.
If you like noir movies and you like adventures you're going to like this!. Very interesting game, if you have already played train
simulation games and your'e interested in exploring subways. Especially this Berlin version has a lot to discover and even very
authentic sounds and controls.. It's amazing opportunity to feel the art power of the best russian movie - Green Elephant - It's
just another chance to try top understand - how it can be - you sleeping on the floor and then you smell sugar bread - amazing!

When i listen to nachclnik and kapitan - it feels like home!

And dont forget to answer difficult questions - How many? What did I say? and much more...

Now I'm playing this game and happy as bratishka!
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Fixed 'Next' button not working on Team Name/Logo Selection:
We had a number of players from European regions experiencing an issue whereby they could not get past the Team
Name/Logo Selection.

This was caused by a date formatting issue and has now been fixed in the latest update.

Sorry to those who experienced this, we hope you'll jump on to play bug free soon.

Thank you Managers!. Volume Sliders are here! and more...:
Hey Managers,

We listened to feedback and have made some awesome adjustments for the better. Here's what is in the latest update:

 Volume Sliders: adjust music and SFX simple sliders in the settings menu.

 Narrative event tweaks: minor adjustment to the conversations to make it easier for players to see that the timeline is
paused. Randomised the order of the choices too.

 Minor bug fixes

To come: increasing the chances of more variety in conversations that pop up. It's been a bit repetitive and we're looking into it.

Thanks T.E.A.M!

Volume Sliders!

Pause flashing!

. Fixed Loading Issue:
Thank you for all the feedback!

We managed to find the bug causing the game to hang on the logo and not load. It would appear only US/Canadian users were
affected, as it was a date format issue.

Really appreciate all who helped us with information, you all rock.

Now update and get playing superstars!. Welcome!:
Welcome Managers,

Congratulations on the new job! Esports is a competitive game but you are passionate managers who have shown that strong
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leadership will bring your team to victory.

Your ability to inspire and communicate with your team is imperative for successful tournaments. Be sure to manage the budget
carefully and don't be afraid to make some tough decisions. Listen to the coach, that one-eyed son-of-gun knows his stuff.

We have absolute confidence in your legendary strategy skills, don't let us down.

Now go make your team the greatest! Remember: Happy team equals victory! Victory equals profit!

 - Commissioner Best
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